Year 5 CHOICE Influences on Our Choices

Influences on Our Choices
Introduction
A nutritious diet is critical for optimal growth and development in children. Food habits developed in
childhood shape lifelong eating habits. This unit encourages students to make informed and healthy
food choices. It helps students understand what affects food choices, particularly situational
influences including peers, family and media. Students learn they need to select from a variety of
foods each day, over the week and at different times of the year, to ensure they are obtaining
sufficient of all essential nutrients. Students will learn vocabulary such as legumes, tofu, saturated
fat, sodium, diabetes, discretionary, influence, persuade, criteria, regulations and access.

Key Messages



Many factors can influence our food choices.
We can make healthy food and drink choices that meet nutritional, social and budget needs.

This unit will enable students to:





Explore and discuss situational and media influences involved in their food and drink choice.
Demonstrate skills in scrutinising health/nutrition information including food labels and
ingredient information to make healthy food and drink choices.
Plan and implement actions to promote a classroom/school environment that supports
healthy eating.
Plan and safely prepare a range of basic nutritious snacks, meals and drinks.
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Links to the Western Australian Curriculum
Main learning area: HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION*
Strands
SubContent descriptions
strands/contexts
Personal, social
Being healthy, safe
Reliable sources of information that inform
and community
and active
health, safety and wellbeing, such as:  internethealth
based information  community health
organisations  publications and other media
Strategies that promote a safe, healthy lifestyle,
such as: comparing food labels on products,
increased physical activity
Contributing to
Preventative health measures that promote and
healthy and active
maintain an individual’s health, safety and
communities
wellbeing
* Based on Western Australian Curriculum Health and Physical Education.

Additional Links to the Western Australian Curriculum
Additional
Strands
Sub-strands/
Content descriptions
learning areas
contexts
Humanities and Knowledge and Economics and Wants, resources and choices: The
Social Sciences understanding Business
difference between needs and wants, and
how they may differ between individuals
The factors that influence purchase
decisions (e.g. age, gender, advertising,
price) and how these decisions affect
resource use
Design and
Technologies

Processes and Investigating
production
and defining
skills

Define a problem, and set of sequenced
steps, with users making a decision to
create a solution for a given task
Identify available resources

Designing

Develop and communicate alternative
solutions, and follow design ideas, using
annotated diagrams, storyboards, and
appropriate technical terms

Producing and
implementing

Select, and apply, safe procedures when
using components and equipment to make
solutions

Evaluating

Develop negotiated criteria to evaluate and
justify design processes and solutions

Collaborating
and managing

Work independently, or collaboratively
when required, to plan, safely develop and
communicate ideas and information for
solutions
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Links to the Australian Curriculum
Main learning area: HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION*
Strands
SubContent descriptions
strands/contexts
Personal, social
Being healthy, safe
Plan and practise strategies to promote health,
safety and wellbeing. (ACPPS054)
and community
and active
health
Communicating and
Recognise how media and important people in
the community influence personal attitudes,
interacting for health
beliefs, decisions and behaviours. (ACPPS057)
and wellbeing
Investigate the role of preventative health in
promoting and maintaining health, safety and
wellbeing for individuals and their communities.
(ACPPS058)

Contributing to
healthy and active
communities

* Based on Australian Curriculum Health and Physical Education.

Additional Links to the Australian Curriculum
Additional
learning areas
Humanities
and Social
Sciences
Design and
Technologies

Strands

Sub strands/contexts

Knowledge and
Understanding

Economics and Business

Processes and
production skills

Content description code
(ACHASSK119)
(ACHASSK121)

(ACTDEP024) (ACTDEP025)
(ACTDEP026) (ACTDEP027)
(ACTDEP028)
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General capabilities

Intercultural
understanding

Personal and
social
capability

Ethical
understanding

Critical and
creative
thinking

ICT capability

Numeracy

Learning
Task

Literacy

The Australian Curriculum describes seven general capabilities which extend across each
learning area. Their relevance to learning tasks in this unit is indicated below:

Why we eat
what we eat
Ad
persuasion
Planning to
get it right
Changing
the culture
The power
of one
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Unit Overview
Most learning tasks require prior preparation; therefore refer to the Resources needed list
below before commencing each learning task.
Learning Task
Introducing Key Messages
1. Why we eat what we eat

Suggested
time allocation

Resources needed

40 minutes

 Australian Guide to Healthy Eating Poster.
Download from
http://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/sites/defau
lt/files/files/the_guidelines/N55_A4_DG_A
GTHE_HiRes.pdf - 1 per class
 A3 sheet of paper – 1 per group
 Coloured markers

40 minutes

 Australian Guide to Healthy Eating poster
Download from
http://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/sites/defau
lt/files/files/the_guidelines/N55_A4_DG_A
GTHE_HiRes.pdf -1 per class or student
 Internet access
 Ad persuasion Activity sheet – 1 per
student

120 minutes

 Australian Guide to Healthy Eating Poster.
Download from
http://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/sites/defau
lt/files/files/the_guidelines/N55_A4_DG_A
GTHE_HiRes.pdf - 1 per class
 Serving size and portions Teacher
information sheet
 Internet access
 A4 piece of paper – 1 per group
 Ingredients chosen by students to prepare
for class
 Cooking utensils

30 minutes



In this learning task, students
review the Five Food Groups on
the Australian Guide to Healthy
Eating poster and consider what
influences peoples’ food
choices.

2. Ad persuasion
This learning task explores the
influence of advertising on food
choices. Students discuss
strategies they have seen used
by advertising companies to
gain the viewer’s attention.

Developing Key Messages
3. Planning to get it right
In this learning task students
consider barriers to them eating
healthy foods and ways to
overcome these barriers. They
apply their knowledge of the
Australian Guide to Healthy
Eating to plan and prepare a
healthy class meal and snack to
share with family.

4. Changing the culture

Provided scenarios for the board

Students review internal and
external influences on their food
choices. They plan and role play
responses to food choice
scenarios.
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Reflecting Key
Messages
5. The power of one

 Journal or online blog

60 minutes

Students review their food
intake over a day against the
Australian Guide to Healthy
Eating, what influenced their
choices and how they can
change these influences.
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Teacher Information
Some learning tasks require food preparation and cooking. Before commencing any of these
learning tasks:





Check students do not have allergies or sensitivities to foods used.
Ensure included food and drinks are culturally acceptable.
Refer to food and drinks from other cultures in relevant class discussions.
Discuss food hygiene and safety practices, for example, always wash your hands
before touching food and do not use sharp knives without adult supervision.

Learning Task
1. Why we eat
what we eat

2. Ad
persuasion

Useful information and resources to deliver this Learning Task
 In this learning task, students review the Five Food Groups on the
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating poster and consider what influences
peoples’ food choices.
 The Healthy Eating for Children brochure is a useful reference and can be
downloaded at
https://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/The%20Guideline
s/n55f_children_brochure.pdf
 This learning task explores the influence of advertising on food choices.
 Students discuss strategies they have seen used by advertising companies
to gain the viewer’s attention. Some of the responses may include:
o Ideal kids and families – who have big happy smiles and care
for each other.
o Family fun – where dinner turns into a party because everyone
is eating this product.
o Excitement – where one bite of a snack bar makes your life
more exciting or you become a cooler person.
o Star power – where a popular sports star is telling you what to
eat.
o Bandwagon – where if you don’t eat this product you will be left
out.
o Scale and appearance – where the product looks bigger or
smaller than it actually is and looks more appealing than it does
in real life.
o Music and jingles – where sound effects add to the excitement
and make you remember the product.
o Repetition – where you hear the same ad over and over.
o Animated characters – where a character is used to increase
children’s interest.
o Freebies – where free give-aways, prizes or tokens to collect are
on offer.
 Regulations in Australia prevent any advertisements (for food or other
products) during TV shows for children in the morning and just after
school.
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 Also the Australian Association of National Advertisers has adopted a code to

3. Planning to
get it right

4. Changing the
culture
5. The power of
one

maintain a high sense of social responsibility in advertising and marketing to
children. See details at http://aana.com.au/content/uploads/2014/05/AANACode-For-Marketing-Advertising-Communications-To-Children.pdf
 However, the peak viewing period for many school-aged children under 14
years old is 5–9pm, when unhealthy food and drink ads are most frequent.
Whilst ads at this time may not be directed at children, children are still
influenced. Hence the need for them to understand the persuasive power of
different advertising strategies.
 In this learning task students consider barriers to them eating healthy foods
and ways to overcome these barriers. They apply their knowledge of the
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating to plan and prepare a healthy class meal
and snack to share with family.
 Refer to Australian Dietary Guidelines and Australian Guide to Healthy Eating
Teacher information sheets for further information.
 For comprehensive information about the Australian Dietary Guidelines and
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating; view the National Health and Medical
Research Council’s (2013) Eat for Health: Educator Guide at
http://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/sites/default/files/files/the_guidelines/n55b_ea
t_for_health_educators_guide.pdf
 Students review internal and external influences on their food choices. They
plan and role play responses to food choice scenarios.


Students review their food intake over a day against the Australian Guide to
Healthy Eating, what influenced their choices and how they can change these
influences.
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Introducing Key Messages
Learning Task One: Why we eat what we eat
1.

Display the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating poster on the board. Explain each of the
Five Food Groups shown on poster works as part of a team to create a balanced and
nutritious diet and each group has their own job to do:
o
o
o
o
o

2.

Vegetables – give us vitamins and fibre that keep us healthy.
Fruits – give us vitamins and fibre that prevent disease.
Breads and grains – give us energy and fibre to help digestion.
Meat, eggs and nuts – give us protein and iron for strong muscles and blood.
Milk and dairy – help us grow strong teeth and bones.

Discuss with students the relative amounts they should eat from each food group
(mostly grains and vegetables and smaller amounts of meat, dairy and fruit).
Ask:
o Who has tasted some of the less familiar foods in each group? Examples may
include: quinoa, polenta, cous cous, legumes, lentils, chickpeas, tofu, soy drink, paw
paw. Also ask what influenced them to eat these foods.

3.
4.
5.

In groups of four, ask students to divide a large sheet of paper into quarters and mark
out a circle in the middle (placemat activity template).
Using the quadrant on the paper closest to them, students individually brainstorm
‘Reasons why people eat the foods they do’.
Students then combine common ideas and write them in the centre circle to report back
to the class. Possible reasons may be:
o
o
o
o
o
o

6.

o
o
o
o
o
o

Availability
Health
Media influence
Peer influence
Mood
Habit

On the back of the large sheet of paper, students are to discuss and record some of the
reasons for increasing consumer demand for convenience foods e.g. microwave meals,
packet cakes and biscuits, pasta sauces, snack foods, take away meals. Possible
reasons may be:
o
o
o
o
o
o

7.

Culture
Preparation skills
Nutrition knowledge
Occasion/celebration
Price
Convenience

Advertising
Prevalence of fast food outlets
Convenience
Family or peer pressure
Lack of cooking skills
Fats, sugar and salt make the
food taste appealing

o
o
o
o

Sometimes cheaper than healthier options
Positioning in supermarket aisles
Lack of knowledge about healthy foods
Habit

Using a different coloured pen, ask students to highlight the reasons in their placemat
circle that would most affect food choices of young people in their community.
www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au
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8.

Discuss findings and ask students to think of barriers to making healthy food choices for
people their age (e.g. don’t control family food purchase; don’t want to be different to
friends; don’t have access to fresh fruit and vegetables).
9. In their groups, students think of ways to overcome these barriers (e.g. growing own
vegetables, choosing healthier options at take away outlets, talking to their parents
about buying more healthy options for snacks, helping parents prepare healthier meals,
learning to cook, ignoring friends’ unhealthy food suggestions).
10. Hear feedback and collate common ideas on the whiteboard. Discuss how these could
be put in action.
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Learning Task Two: Ad persuasion
1.

2.

3.
4.

Explain advertising companies use a variety of strategies to encourage consumers to
buy their food and drink products. Often, they try to sell a lifestyle or an image, rather
than their product.
In groups of three, students discuss and list strategies and examples they have seen
advertising companies use to grab viewer attention on TV to buy their food or drink
products. See Teacher Information for ideas.
Students report back to class. List common strategies from group discussions on the
board.
View examples of television food commercials targeting children such as:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-hT5xALpDY - Kellogg’s Froot Loops
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdRW3djK6pA - Cottee’s Cordial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhsHBjFcc-Q - McDonald’s Happy Meal
https://www.facebook.com/WCEofficial/videos/10155806199322224/ - Hungry Jacks
endorsed by West Coast Eagles
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dsatt18rxvk – Kellogg’s LCMs
o
o
o
o

Ask:
o What strategies did each advertisement use to grab your attention or make you want
to buy this product?
o How do these strategies make you feel about the products advertised?
o Do they make you feel you must buy the products?
o Why is it good for food companies if their advertisements make you want to buy their
product?
o Do you think these advertisements might make it harder for parents to give their
children a healthy diet?
o Do you think there are more advertisements for unhealthy food than healthy foods on
TV or in magazines and newspapers? Why?
5.
6.
7.

8.

Distribute a copy of the Ad persuasion Activity sheet then students choose one of the
food commercials they have viewed to complete it
Show the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating poster on the whiteboard or distribute a
copy to each student.
Students identify where the foods from the advertisements they have just viewed fit into
the healthy eating guide and discuss why advertisements for these ‘only sometimes’
foods outnumber advertisements for ‘every day’ foods identified on the poster.
Explain regulations in Australia prevent any advertisements (for food or otherwise)
during TV shows for children in the morning and just afterschool. However the peak
viewing period for children under 14 years old is 5–9pm, when unhealthy food and drink
ads are also most frequent.
Ask:
o Should children under 14 years be able to watch unhealthy food advertisements?
o What could children do when they see these advertisements?
o What could parents do when their children see these advertisements?
9. OPTIONAL: View the YouTube clip on If Fast Food Commercials Were Honest :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-q78QXpSL2M&feature=youtu.be
www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au
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Developing Key Messages
Learning Task Three: Planning to get it right
1.

View the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating poster and talk about the different types
and proportions of foods shown.
Ask:
o Which part of the circle is the biggest? (e.g. grain foods and vegetables and
legumes/beans)
o What does this mean?
o What grain or cereal foods do you like to eat?
o What vegetables and legumes or beans do you like to eat?

2. Explain the circle shows us the types and proportions of foods and drinks we should be
eating throughout the day. We need variety and several but not necessarily every food
group at every meal. Foods in each group vary in their composition, so achieving
nutritional adequacy also depends on eating a variety of food from each group daily,
weekly and over the year.
3. Highlight the need to include plenty of water in our fluid intake each day.
4. Talk about food and drinks shown at the bottom of the poster and why these are not
included in the circle. The Australian Dietary Guidelines recommends we limit intake of
foods containing saturated fat, added salt, added sugars and alcohol.
5. Draw a T chart on the board labelled ‘Barriers’ and ‘Helpers’ and brainstorm things that
would hinder or help people achieve this guideline. A ‘barrier’ may be having only these
foods at home or in your lunch box for snacks and a ‘helper’ may be having only
nutritious food in your shopping trolley or available for sale in the school canteen.
6. Explain many Australians don’t eat enough fruit and vegetables. We should try to eat
more of these instead of ‘only sometimes’ foods. Eating fruit and vegetables every day
helps us fight infections and stay healthy. A diet high in fruit and vegetables instead of
‘only sometimes’ foods helps keep a healthy weight and decreases the risk of conditions
such as:
o heart disease
o high blood pressure and stroke
o diabetes
o some cancers
7.

8.
9.

Using the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating and suggested servings for students their
age (see Serving size and portions Teacher information sheet), students work in groups
of 3-4 to plan a healthy menu for the class for one day of the school week that would
meet the suggested guidelines.
Give examples of how to combine foods from different food groups e.g. ham and salad
wholemeal roll.
Encourage students to view combined food recipes from the Healthy WA website:
https://healthywa.wa.gov.au/Healthy-living/Recipes or the Foodbank WA Superhero
Foods HQ website: https://www.superherofoodshq.org.au/recipes-for-kids/
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10. Each group collates their agreed menu and records it on an A4 piece of paper.
Ask:
o Is this menu very different from what you ate yesterday? How?
o Would you have problems obtaining the food you have planned on this menu?
o If so, how could you overcome some of these problems?
o Who would you need to talk with to help make this food available to you?
o Do you think it would be easy or hard to eat within these guidelines each day? Why?
o How often do you think ‘only sometimes’ is for the ‘only sometimes’ foods?
o What things may influence you to choose the ‘only sometimes’ options more than
only sometimes?
o How could you overcome these influences to eat more healthy options?
11. Check each group’s menu.
12. Scan menus and place on interactive whiteboard. Alternatively, collate just the lunchtime
and snack suggestions for each group manually.
13. Students view the suggestions for snacks and lunch to decide on one snack and lunch
meal the class could prepare as a group. Alternatively, view the options from the Kids in
the Kitchen link above.
14. Conduct a vote to determine the most popular choices and consider alternative options
for students with food allergies.
15. Assign one of the following tasks to each group:
A. Research and make a chart to remind students how to be a clean cook and how to
be a careful cook.
B. Make a list of all ingredients and work out correct amounts required. Make a
shopping list of all the items we will need to buy. (Optional: Estimate how much these
items will cost using supermarket websites.)
C. Make a list of all the equipment needed to make these meals (not including food).
D. Write a letter to parents explaining what the class have been doing with the
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating and the Australian Dietary Guidelines and ask for
volunteers to help prepare these foods.
E. Write a letter to the Principal explaining what the class have been doing with the
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating and the Australian Dietary Guidelines and invite
him/her to join the class when they make their menus.
16. With the help of adult helpers, students prepare the chosen snack and lunch and share
as a class.
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Learning Task Four: Changing the culture
1.
2.

Explain influence or pressure can be both a positive thing and a negative thing, e.g. your
friends can influence you to eat healthy foods or to eat unhealthy foods.
Explain pressure can be:
o External - when friends, family or people in the media do or say things to persuade us
to do something they want.
o Internal - when we put pressure on ourselves to behave in a certain way, perhaps to
please or be like friends, family or people in the media.

3. Working in small groups, students make a decision on what to do in each of the
following scenarios and then conduct a role play to practise healthy behaviours.
4. Place scenarios on the board.
Asha is your netball captain and you have just won a big game. She gives you an
energy drink and drinks two cans herself. You know kids under 15 shouldn’t drink
energy drinks because they have lots of caffeine and heaps of sugar. What could
you do or say?
Every day you go to your Gran’s house after school till mum gets home from
work. She gives you a jumbo Mars bar. You know this is not healthy but don’t
want to offend her. What could you do or say?
You have a healthy lunch every day, maybe chicken and salad or a ham and salad
sandwich but most of your friends have packaged foods like chips and muesli
bars for their lunch. One of your friends teases you and says bringing such a
healthy lunch isn’t cool. This makes you sad but you know it’s the healthy thing
to do. What could you do or say?
Ask:
o What does it feel like to be influenced in a negative way to do something?
o What does it feel like to be influenced in a positive way to do something?
o Which influences are easier to handle, positive ones or negative ones. Why?
o Which sort of influence - external (i.e. things someone said or did) or internal
(pressure we put on ourselves) would most likely stop you from eating healthy food?
o How do you think you could manage and not give in to these influences?
o Do you think it’s important to make your own decisions about healthy eating?
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Reflecting on Key Messages
Learning Task Five: The power of one
1.

2.
3.

4.

Revise the different situational influences on our choices of food and drink, e.g. culture,
skills, knowledge, occasion/celebration, price, convenience, availability, health, media
influence, peer influence, mood.
Discuss the most powerful influences on people their age.
Students write down meal by meal, including snacks, all the food and drinks they had
yesterday and then think about what influenced their food choices for that day (parents,
friends, school canteen menu, advertising, food packaging, convenience, mood).
In their journal or online blog, record responses to the following:
o Were your food choices for yesterday mostly healthy/unhealthy? Check your choices
against the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating.
o Did you get the daily requirements of all food groups for you age yesterday?
o What group of food should you try to eat more of tomorrow?
o What group of foods should you try to eat less of tomorrow?
o What were the main reasons you chose to eat what you did yesterday (eg what
influenced you)?
o How could you make sure these influences help you make mostly healthy food
choices in the future? E.g. if the main reason you chose to eat something was
because that’s what your Dad buys every week, you could talk to him about buying
more ‘Five Food Group everyday ’ foods and less ‘sometimes’ foods.

5.

Ask for a show of hands and keep a tally to indicate:
o Were the food choices you made yesterday mostly healthy/unhealthy?
o Did you get the daily requirements of all food groups for your age yesterday?
Yes/No?
o If not, which food groups did you fall short on?
o Which food groups did you eat too much of?

6.

Summarise the results for the class then ask:
o How could we try to get our daily requirement of this food group tomorrow?
o How could we work as a class to influence each other to choose healthier options to
eat from the school canteen?
o How could we work as a class to influence each other to choose healthier options to
bring from home for recess and lunch?
o How could we work as a class to influence people who buy food we eat to try to buy
more ‘Five Food Group everyday’ foods and less ‘sometimes’ foods?
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Additional activities
Classroom
o Take a pledge where whole class buys healthy options or brings healthy options to
school for recess and lunch for a week. At the end of the week, discuss how
successful they were and what influenced their food choice.
o Write a letter to your local Member of Parliament outlining the proposition that
television food advertising directed towards children should be banned. Outline
marketing strategies used by advertisers, the type of food products we mostly see in
the television advertising and the health risks associated with eating energy dense,
nutrient poor food and snacks. Publish letters in the newsletter or a blog.
Whole school
o Class develops and delivers a skit or presentation at the school assembly on the
influence of television advertising on children’s food choice.
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